Supplemental Readers and Enrichment
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Behold the Beauty, by Connie L. Meyer

Take a closer look at your amazing body! How does it work, and what makes it different from
the bodies of other living creatures? Every day, every second, your body is going through
amazing processes, inside and out. What do you think is happening inside your body right
now? Learn things you can do to stay healthy and to keep your body working well. Hardcover,
32 pages. (Approx. grade 2)

Art opens our eyes to the beauty God has created all around us.
Behold the Beauty is a treatment of art education from a Christian
viewpoint.

 My Amazing Body Breathing
 My Amazing Body Moving
 My Amazing Body Staying Healthy
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The lessons teach the elements of art: Line, shape, texture, color,
value, and form, and include instruction in putting these elements
together. For each grade, there are twelve lessons, which are
divided into six main subheads: Objective, Supplies, Vocabulary,
Introduction, Directions and Variations. The book also includes
reproducible student worksheets. The lessons do not assume prior
knowledge of art, so the parent/teacher can learn the elements
and principles along with the students.
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Soft cover, spiral-bound teacher’s manual
Excellent introduction to a Christian perspective on art
SDJHV
24 lessons included for Kindergarten and 1st grade

Behold the Beauty (Grades K-1)
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(Grades 3–5)

(Grades 4–6)

 Maps and Plans
 Ecosystems
 Food and Farming

 Still Life
 Animals
 People
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— while supplies last —

— while supplies last —
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An historical and cultural look at history. A beautiful addition to
the Greek History Module, Roman History Module or the Middle
Ages History Module!

Each Atlas

The Eagle of the Ninth E\56XWFOLII
Ninth Legion marches north

The Silver Branch E\56XWFOLII
Plots and intrigue

The Lantern Bearers E\56XWFOLII
Spellbinding historical adventure

The Roman Britain Trilogy (set of three books) .......... $21
63(&,$/35,&(
$QFLHQW&LYLOL]DWLRQ:DOO0DSV
Set includes four colorful maps of Ancient
Greece, the Roman Empire, Ancient Rome
and Ancient Italia. (13” by 18” each)

Discovering Poetry, by M.R. Robertson
This book is an excellent resource for a general overview of the different
poetic terms, categories and interpretations. Grades 6 and above.

Discovering Poetry  
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Supplemental and Enrichment
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(Pre-school age – Kindergarten)
Phonics Flat FishFRPHLQDVHWRILQWHUORFNLQJIRDP¿VK
HDFKRIGLIIHUHQWFRORUV UHG\HOORZEOXHJUHHQSXUSOH
RUDQJH (DFK¿VKmeasures 4” x 3” x 8mm thick; features
a lowercase letter, consonant blend, vowel combination or
word ending printed on one side, with a textured surface on
the reverse; has an eye-hole for lacing. Especially good for
kinesthetic learners!
Numbers Flat FishFRPHLQDVHWRILQWHUORFNLQJIRDP¿VK
HDFKRIGLIIHUHQWFRORUV UHG\HOORZEOXHJUHHQSXUSOH
RUDQJH (DFK¿VKPHDVXUHV´[´[PPWKLFNIHDWXUHV
a number printed on one side, with a textured surface on the
reverse. 7KLVXQLTXHVHWRIIRDP¿VKLVQRQWR[LFDQGZDVKable and allows young children to develop their number
recognition skills through activities that involve matching
numbers, names, and dots, plus patterning and sequencing. An activity guide is also included.
Words Flat FishFRPHLQDVHWRILQWHUORFNLQJIRDP¿VK
HDFKRIGLIIHUHQWFRORUV UHG\HOORZEOXHJUHHQSXUSOH
RUDQJH (DFK¿VKmeasures 4” x 3” x 8mm thick; features
a word printed on one side, with a textured surface on the
reverse; has an eye-hole for lacing. Includes 2 laces with
an activity sheet. Allows young children to develop their
letter recognition skills through matching letters, sequencing
letters, and spelling simple words.

&$12135(66/2*,&
Designed for junior and senior high use, this course gives a thorough
introduction and coverage of the many elements of logic. When combined,
these texts constitute a full, one-year course in logic. [Additional student
text available, see price list page 25.]

(DFKPRGXOHLQFOXGHV
 Student text and blueprint
 Test booklet and answer key
 CHC Day-by-Day Scheduling Guide for the module
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Student text and blueprint
DVDs – to teach the complete course
Test booklet and answer key
CHC Day-by-Day Scheduling Guide for the package

,1752'8&725</2*,&3DFNDJH(DVD)
,17(50(',$7(/2*,&3DFNDJH(DVD)
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These two phonetically controlled readers* make the perfect add-on to
your kindergarten curriculum. Nicely illustrated, both books are written
in poem form and worth reading time and again.
 Jack and Jill and Big Dog Bill
 Here Comes Silent e!
This somewhat more challenging story makes an excellent bridge between
kindergarten and first grade. Your child is guaranteed to enjoy this excellent story about someone he has already “met.”
 George Washington and the General’s Dog

6HWRIWKUHHUHDGHUV
* A phonetically controlled reader is one in which the majority of the
words do not exceed the limits of the student’s phonics ability.

 All facts through 12
 Self-checking design

$GGLWLRQ)ODVK&DUG6HW
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'LYLVLRQ)ODVK&DUG6HW

How to Teach Spelling
This manual is a comprehensive resource providing a method for teaching
spelling lessons, suggested spelling rules and word lists. Each suggested lesson builds on previous lessons; phrases and sentences for dictation include
words that test the rules which have already been learned. Sight words are
assigned in order of difficulty and then incorporated into the phrases and
sentences for dictation.

How to Teach Spelling WHDFKHU·VPDQXDO 
The following workbooks add further reinforcement to the teacher’s
manual and are insufficient without it.

/LWWOH/HDUQLQJ&ORFN
This brightly colored clock has geared hands and will
be sure to encourage your child to learn how to tell
time. Size - 4”
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How to Spell%RRN(grade 1)
How to Spell%RRN(grades 2, 3)
How to Spell%RRN(grades 4 - 6)
How to Spell%RRN(grades 7 - 12)
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